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Introduction
My task today is to reflect on the influence on current Chinese maritime strategic thought by the
individuals we might describe as “classic maritime strategists.” These include, of course, Alfred
Thayer Mahan and Julian Corbett. Others might include P.H. Colomb, Herbert Richmond, and
Raoul Castex; I add to this latter group Admirals John (“Jacky”) Fisher, Ernest King, Arleigh Burke,
J.C. Wylie, Elmo Zumwalt, John Lehman, Sergei Gorshkov, and Liu Huaqing. Several of these never
wrote down formal maritime strategic thoughts, but their organizational and leadership
contributions made a strategic difference in their nation’s maritime narrative. And while they
probably never saw an ocean, Sun Zi and Carl von Clausewitz are strategists who deserve
consideration in a discussion of Chinese maritime strategy.
Sun Zi’s focus on deception, for instance, is certainly germane to the twenty-first century emphasis
on electronic and information warfare, expressed in innumerable reports of People’s Liberation
Army Navy (PLAN) exercises and in naval and civilian leaders’ exhortations to that navy.
China’s propensity for “teaching a lesson” as a strategic goal when employing military force in a
situation perhaps deemed inappropriate by Western analysts fits into Clausewitz’s discussion of two
types of war, limited and absolute, despite that strategist’s lack of maritime experience.i
As for defining “maritime strategy,” I would just offer the usual pabulum matching necessary
resources with attaining national maritime goals. A modern maritime strategy must involve air,
space, cyber, sea and land forces operating jointly throughout the maritime environment, from the
littoral to “blue water.” These are all objectives of repeated PLAN exercises.
The concepts of “command of the sea,” “sea denial,” and “sea control” remain useful discussion
points and, of course, a nation’s maritime strength includes both naval and commercial maritime
forces and infrastructure. China certainly is fulfilling these characteristics.
The relationship among national naval power, economic development, and international relations
underlies Chinese maritime strategy, currently framed by the “near seas,” the Yellow, East China,
and South China Seas; the “middle sea,” including much of the Philippine Sea; and the “far sea,” the
waters outside the second island chain.
Current Chinese thought also acknowledges Corbett and Mahan’s strategic views emphasizing the
importance of economics and trade, lines of communication at sea, and employing naval power to
attain national security aims.
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I also note Wylie’s comment that the purpose of sea power is “the actual establishment of control
on land” or “the “establishment of governing control over the enemy in his own land,” which may
echo Corbett more than it does Mahan, but also reflects current Chinese concern about Taiwan and
other disputed islands.ii
Wylie also denigrated the concept of a single, coherent maritime strategy, stating “the requirement is
for strategies of depth and breadth, flexible and adaptable, which by intent and by design can be
applied to unforeseen situations.”iii Mahan also was well aware of the complexity of warfare, which
“could not be encompassed by any system of theory.”iv
Related is Mahan’s emphasis on the need for oversea naval support bases, a concept appreciated by
the PLAN as it conducts deployments to the Gulf of Aden. While the “string of pearls” is more
verbiage than reality, China is currently negotiating with Djibouti to join several other nations is
establishing a logistics facility in that country.v
Beijing’s focus on strategic maritime issues is understandable, given China’s 10,250 nautical miles
(nm) of coastline, more than 6,500 islands claimed. China also has eight of the world’s ten largest
harbors in the world, its shipping fleet is the world’s fourth largest, “ocean-related activities”
comprised almost 10 percent of the nation’s gross domestic product (GDP) in 2009, and its
economy—and hence political stability—is heavily dependent on sea borne trade.vi
Maritime Strategy in China
The nineteenth century Western onslaught on Qing China brought home to many officials the
necessity of modernizing their country’s military might, including its navy. The dynasty succeeded in
organizing and equipping a modern navy, but foundered in wars with France and Japan. Those
failures resulted largely from the absence of inadequate training, unified command, common
doctrine, and a clear strategy.
The People’s Republic of China (PRC) emerged in 1949 with no navy to speak of; its initial maritime
force was imported from the Soviet Union, as was its initial maritime strategy, the “Young School”
of the 1920s. This defined a naval role largely limited to supporting the army’s operations ashore.
Chinese Leadership
Mao Zedong wrote in 1953 “we must build a strong navy for the purpose of fighting against
imperialist aggression.” In 1979, Deng Xiaoping called for “a strong navy with modern combat
capability,” although emphasizing its role in coastal defense. Jiang Zemin urged the navy in 1997 to
“build up the nation’s Great Wall.”vii Hu Jintao implied strategic maritime concerns when he urged
the Central Military Commission (CMC) in 2004 to “accelerate the transformation and
modernization of the Navy . . . and make extended preparations for warfare in order to make
greater contributions to safeguarding national security and world peace.”viii He later noted the
importance of maritime border issues, Taiwan’s status, and “protection of China’s expanding
national interests,” including missions other than war.ix
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Most recently, Xi Jinping’s enunciation of a “China Dream” has engendered articles calling for a
strategy of “outward-oriented military power,” to include “limited global military power . . . capable
of protecting distant sea lanes.”x
Liu Huaqing’s Vision
China’s most influential flag officer has been Liu Huaqing who played a role similar to that of Soviet
Admiral Sergei Gorshkov. Liu’s “sea daddy” instituted dramatic changes in maritime strategy during
a long tenure as Soviet navy commander. Gorshkov no doubt influenced Liu, but the latter’s ability
to make significant changes was delayed by the 1966-1976 Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution and
the following three-four years of political disarray.
His 1980s plan for modernizing the navy is usually described as a three- stage programxi:






By 2000, the PLAN would be capable of exerting sea control out to the First Island Chain,
defined by the Kurile Islands, Japan and the Ryukyu Islands, the Philippines, and the
Indonesian archipelago.
By 2020, sea control would be enforced out to the Second Island Chain, defined by the
Kuriles, Japan and the Bonin Islands, the Marianas Islands, Palau, and the Indonesian
archipelago.
By 2050, the PLAN would operate globally, with aircraft carrier battle groups.

The immediate obstacles confronting Liu in the 1980s were a longstanding continental security
perspective, internal PLA resource battles, and domestic politics; these had to be overcome through
the nitty-gritty of implementing a maritime strategy addressed by Arleigh Burke and demonstrated
by John Lehman. The Chinese military was and remains dominated by the army in terms of
leadership, numbers, and influence, but that appears to be changing in favor of the other services.xii
The First Chain
The initial goal of Liu’s strategy—command of the sea out to the First Island Chain—was not
realized by its target date of 2000 or, one might argue, even by 2014. He did succeed, however, in
the key goal of gaining the support of China’s civilian leadership support for the increased resources
to develop a 21st-century navy to achieve the nation’s strategic maritime goals.
Chinese analysts today identify classic naval missions as the reasons for a maritime strategy.
Presence, protection of sea borne trade, counter-piracy, non-combatant evacuation operations
(NEO), deterrence, and preparing for joint warfare at sea in defense of vital national security
interests, including power projection ashore, are all being exercised by the PLAN.xiii
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These efforts have been publicly subsumed by Beijing’s insistence that China’s “core interests” are
inflexible strategic requirements: “state sovereignty, national security, territorial integrity and national
reunification, China's political system established by the Constitution, overall social stability, and the
basic safeguards for ensuring sustainable economic and social development.”xiv
These concerns, issues, thoughts, missions, and plans are elements in China’s undeclared maritime
strategy. “National reunification” obviously refers to Taiwan; “state sovereignty” and “territorial
integrity” include Xinjiang and Xizang Provinces, but likely also includes contested insular land
features in the East and South China Seas. If these latter are “core interests”--and since Beijing
reserves entirely to itself the definition of that category--the application of a Chinese maritime
strategy becomes more problematic.xv
March 2014
China has built a navy capable of impressive regional presence and discreet global operations.
Developing the doctrine and operational capabilities to bring its new naval power to fruition
requires naval leadership capable of succeeding in the contentious national and military resource
allocation process. Admirals Shi Yunsheng and Wu Shengli appear to have fared very well the
PLAN in that process, establishing he navy as a key element in China’s strategic position as a major
power.
Beijing has not openly promulgated a formal maritime strategy, but it has published important
documents addressing the maritime theater.xvi One is the 1998 “National Ocean Policy of China.”xvii
Another is the Defense White Papers, the most recent of which was published in February 2013.
The Ocean Policy identifies important maritime concerns, including:









safeguarding [China’s] marine rights and interests,” outlined in the 1992 “Law of the
People’s Republic of China on its Territorial Seas and Adjacent Zones.”
strengthening “the comprehensive development and administration of its coastal zones . . .
and protect[ing] the offshore areas,” and “form[ing] costal economic belts and marine
economic zones.”
planning and implementing “development of marine resources and the protection of the
marine environment,” while improving “monitoring, surveillance, law enforcement, and
management” of that environment.
“reinforcing oceanographic technology research and development”
“setting up a comprehensive marine management system,” and
actively participating in “international cooperation in the field of marine development.”xviii

China’s series of Defense White Papers are important indicators of Beijing’s maritime strategic
thought.xix The 2004 White Paper claimed “the Navy has expanded the space and extended the depth
for offshore defensive operations.” The 2006 White Paper then stated “the Navy aims at gradual
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extension of the strategic depth for offshore defensive operations…,” which was followed by the
2008 version’s statement “since the 1980s the Navy has realized a strategic transformation to
offshore defensive operations.” The PLAN’s strategic aim was described in the 2010 Defense White
Paper as “in line with the requirements of offshore defense strategy….”xx
The 2012 version described the Navy’s role in a national defense focused on “safeguarding national
sovereignty, security and interests of national development . . . . tasked to guard against and resist
aggression, defend the security of China’s lands, inland waters, and territorial waters . . . [and]
safeguard its maritime rights and interests” pressured by the ongoing sovereignty disputes in the
East and South China Seas. Defending the security of territorial waters is repeated as integral to
“National Defense Policy.”
People’s Liberation Army Navy
Beijing’s creation of a large modern navy capable of operating in the 21st-century maritime arena is
an achievement marked by three milestones.




Admiral Liu Huaqing’s early 1980s strategic plan for a three-stage plan to build a modern
Chinese navy.
the 1995-96 Taiwan Strait crisis, and
the successive deployments of Chinese naval task groups to the Gulf of Aden.

Recent PLAN exercises demonstrate that it can operate 21st-century ships on deployment to far
seas, although the strategic theory espoused in public by Chinese analysts still utilizes a maritime
paradigm based on island-chains, which does not fit with traditional naval strategic theory. However,
the Chinese version of “defense” is an “active defense” concept that enhances the PLAN’s ability to
defend the near seas. The mission is “to do all we can to dominate the enemy by striking first. . . . as
far away as possible.”xxi
Strategic Debate?
Most significantly, despite the large annual defense budget increases, China appears to be adhering
to a goal of 2050 for achieving a completely modern military. Hence, the PLAN also probably sees
itself at the halfway mark in its overall modernization program.xxii
Representatives at the early spring 2012 meeting of the National People’s Congress, in Beijing,
vociferously criticized the lack of a maritime strategy, calling for the government to “formulate and
promulgate a complete, comprehensive, and systematic maritime development strategy, with all the
national political, economic, military factors being brought into consideration!”xxiii
Despite the lack of a published maritime strategy, the PLAN plans and operates along lines of
guidance from China’s National Command Authority (NCA), that equate to a strategy.
Beijing delineates defensive maritime security zones in which it aims to prohibit foreign surveillance
and reconnaissance activities or any other actions it finds objectionable. This provides the basis for a
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maritime strategy with legal, national security, domestic political stability, and fleet composition
components.
For instance, during the 2010 discussion of U.S. aircraft carrier deployments to the Yellow Sea,
following the Cheonan incident, a Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson stated “We resolutely
oppose foreign military ships and aircraft coming to the Yellow Sea and other Chinese adjacent
waters and engaging in activities that influence China’s security interests.”xxiv This view, combined
with the aggressive actions against foreign fishing craft in the South China Sea during the past
decade or more, and actions against U.S. surveillance aircraft and ships all point toward a view of
“sovereign” waters far in excess of those delineated by the United Nations Convention on the Law
of the Sea (UNCLOS).
Conclusion
A January 2012 assessment of “China’s naval rivals” focused on the U.S. Navy as “a strategic
opponent of the Chinese Navy.” Japan was then highlighted as a more immediate concern, based on
“naval hatred stretching over 100 years Diaoyu Island [Senkaku Islands] sovereignty, maritime
boundaries in the East China Sea, and the possibility of Japanese military interference in the Taiwan
issue and the South China Sea.” Vietnam and the Philippines were listed as “local tactical
opponents” and India as a “potential blue water opponent.” The analysis concluded that the
“Chinese Navy now faces a maritime competition structure that involve a broad maritime region,
great depth, and multiple opponents.”xxv
The PLAN has almost certainly gained influence within the NCA during the past two decades, but
the question remains about the degree to which the PLAN influences the national security policy
making and strategic thought in Beijing. The navy commander first became a member of the Central
Military Commission in 2004, but an admiral served on the Politburo Standing Committee since
Admiral Liu Huaqing retired in 1997.xxvi
Sun Zi may be credited, or blamed, for what might be a dangerous weakness in Chinese maritime
strategic thought: an unrealistic belief in the ability to control unintended escalation during an
incident at sea, as evidenced in various crises since 1950. Whereas Clausewitz (“friction”) and Mahan
certainly understood the uncertain nature of events at sea, Sun Zi argued that one can plan for
almost any eventuality in war.xxvii
China is attempting to become both a continental and a maritime power, a difficult transition, rare in
history. France, Germany, and Russia all failed to do so. A former U.S. commander of Pacific forces,
Admiral Robert Willard, has opined that China “aspires to become a ‘global military (power)’ by
extending its influence beyond its regional waters.”xxviii If China succeeds in building and deploying
an effective, global navy, it will have beaten the historical odds.
In 1999, I wrote that “the PLAN required to carry out Liu Huaqing’s strategy would include task
groups of missile-firing, power-projection capable ships supported by nuclear-powered submarines
and tactical air power.” This force structure (Deng Xiaoping’s statement that “without air cover,
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winning a naval battle is out of the question”) is still nascent, but appearing on the horizon.xxix
That campaign is being guided by a de facto maritime strategy that indeed draws on the usual stable of
classic strategists: Corbett, Mahan, Sun Zi, and Clausewitz. China does, then, have a maritime
strategy.
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